
Sam Silverstein’s mission is to empower people to live accountable lives,
transform the way they do business, and to thrive at extraordinary levels. By
challenging leaders to shift priorities, cultivate an organizational culture, and
inspire both individuals and teams to take ownership in fresh and results-
producing ways – he is helping companies dramatically increase productivity,
profitability, and growth. Sam has been inducted into the CPAE Speakers Hall of
Fame, is a Past-President of the National Speakers Association, and Global Gurus
has named Sam Silverstein as one of the World's Top Organizational Culture
Professionals.
Sam is the founder of The Accountability Institute™ an organization that certifies
advisors to work with leaders and organizations to build greater accountability
and develop stronger leaders. He is also the creator of The Culture Audit™, a
powerful assessment tool that allow organizations to do a deep-dive into the
mindsets and processes of their people. Which allows leaders to better analyze
what people do, how they do it, and how they feel about the organization’s ability
to provide a positive, productive culture where accountability, creativity, clarity,
and collaboration thrive.

Sam is the author of 12 books including The Accountability Advantage, I Am
Accountable, Non-Negotiable, No More Excuses, Making Accountable Decisions, No
Matter What, and The Success Model.
As a former business executive and owner, Sam successfully sold one of his
businesses to a Fortune 500 company. Today, he writes, speaks, and consults with
organizations around the globe to help them think differently, work with renewed
purpose, and achieve record-breaking results. ...

Testimonials

Sam Silverstein

Sam Silverstein's presentation was outstanding. He took a concept that at times
can be daunting and made it purposeful and easy to apply.

- University of Southern California.

To address a request by senior leaders to assist our leadership team with
accountability, I invited Sam to speak with our leaders and provided each
participant with a copy of his book, No More Excuses. Sam’s presentation
resonated with each of us and his powerful message motivated us to take steps to
ensure we created a culture where accountability is inspired. As a result, we
embarked on an effort to redefine our values and embed them into our
organization. We learned from Sam that values form the foundation from which
accountability is possible and with the changes we’ve implemented as a result of
Sam’s advice, I’m confident that our organization is positioned to experience
even greater success.

- Lisa Passi, MS Manager, OD Consulting Group, Moffitt Cancer Center.
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